Stronger Together Bridgend - Media Consent
Please complete the following so that we can keep in touch with you about this project. We will
ONLY use the information on this form for this project and nothing else.
The information will stay with Awen Cultural Trust and Bridgend County Borough Council only for
the duration of this project.

Email address*
Valid email address

MEDIA RELEASE CONSENT
PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM PRIOR TO ANY PHOTOGRAPHY, AUDIO RECORDING
OR FILMING TAKES PLACE.
Thank you for agreeing to be included in our images, audio, and/or film and/or for providing a
written profile/case study/quote for Awen Cultural Trust. We intend to use the image/audio/film/text
in our professional and promotional material which could appear locally, nationally, and worldwide.
By signing this consent you agree to:
* Awen and any third party processer (working on behalf of Awen) using the images and audio
resulting from the photography/ filming during my attendance at Awen events.
* I understand that images, audio, and creative writing will be used without any particular reference
to any other personal details unless explicit consent has been provided for specific purposes. E.g
Case Studies
* Photos, film, audio, and creative writing may be used in both printed and electronic form and only
for the purposes given.
* Editing may be required by Awen or by agents authorised by Awen for quality or technical
purpose
* Image(s), film, creative writing, and audio will be stored securely in appropriate file formats on
servers belonging to Awen and/or its authorised agents.
* I accept that Awen will keep the images, film, audio, and creative writing and use them for a
period it considers appropriate but for no longer than 5 years.
* Photographers/Videographers will sign a consent to confirm that they are unable to use
images/film/audio for their own purposes without prior consent being obtained.
*******By completing the following below you certify that as an adult of sound mind you agree to
the above statement*******
Full Name **(this acts as your 'signature')
Date of Birth
Post Code
Date of 'Signature'
Thank you for completing this form!
We are looking forward to your involvement.

